
There are, therefore, twenty-three classroom-hoursduring the present session, 

available in the building at present during the afternoon. It is impossible,

however, to make use of this classroom accommodation and avoid conflicts with 

laboratory periods in the Science Departments, Ch.eM.stry, Physics and Biology.

There exists an old treaty between the Arts Departments and the Science Departments 

that lectures shall have the right-of-way in the morning and laboratory periods 

the right-of-way in the afternoon, and the terms of this treaty cannot very well

be invaded at present, 

by dividing classes into sections and allotting the sections, where no conflicts

to the afternoon, and this practice, although unsatisfactory, will probably

The Committee submits, therefore, that unless

Something has been done already to avoid these conflicts

occur,

have to be extended in the iuture. 

the East Block of the building is reconstructed at an early period, it will be

to throw open some of the classroom and other accommodation in thenecessary

Redpath Museum and Biological Building for common Faculty 

least two comfortable and commodious classrooms, one in the Museum and the other 

in the Biological Building, which are only occupied a few hours a week at present 

and should, therefore, be made available for other classes in Arts and Science. 

The Committee, however, expresses the wish that the East Block should be recon

structed as soon as the finances of the University permit.

There are atuses.

X

Some Approximate Costs

It is exceedingly difficult to isolate the administration of one

SomeFaculty from a University organised under the unitary plan.

estimate of this kind must be made, however, if the administration is 

the incidence of costs really falls throughout the constituent groups

group or

approximate 

to know where

The problem, then, is to find outor Faculties included in the University, 

approximately the expense of maintaining the B.A. or Arts Group of students in the

This group includes the following departments, namely,University at present.
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